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Ivonne A-Baki, Ambassador of the Republic of Ecuador in Doha to Al-Raya:

ECUADOR SUPPORTS THE KUWAITI MEDIATION TO
RESOLVE THE GULF CRISIS
Interviewed by: Mayada Al-Sahhaf

H.E Ambassador Ivonne A-Baki, Ambassador of Ecuador in Doha confirmed that her country supports the Kuwaiti Emir’s
mediation to resolve the Gulf Crisis through dialogue & diplomatic ways. She mentioned to Al-Raya that Ecuador is willing
to participate in this mediation, due to its good relations with all countries in this region and because of its neutral stands
towards them, emphasizing that Ecuador is trying hard to diminish the effects of the blockade imposed on Qatar, similar to
many other countries. She added that she hoped to reinforce the economic cooperation between Ecuador & Qatar, especially
that her country is very famous for many agricultural produce such as Banana & Roses, in addition to being one of the
principal producers of Cocoa & Shrimps. She also expressed her wish for Qatar Airways to open a direct line to Ecuador,
after it has already reached Brazil & Argentina. She referred to her dream being the peace between the Arabs & Israel, as she
perceives it the key to World Peace, referring to the fact that former U.S. President Bill Clinton had requested her mediation to
resolve the Palestinian –Israeli conflict, after she succeeded to end the war between Ecuador & Peru in 1998. Moving on to
the dialogue:

“OUR RELATIONS ARE GOOD IN THE REGION & WE ARE
WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN SUPPORTING THE KUWAITI
EFFORTS”
“ECUADOR IS TRYING HARD TO DIMINISH THE EFFECTS OF THE
BLOCKADE IMPOSED ON QATAR”
“I HOPE TO REINFORCE THE ECONOMIC COOPERATION BETWEEN
ECUADOR & QATAR”
THE QATARI WOMAN IS MOVING FORWARD
H.E. Ambassador Ivonne A-Baki mentioned that the Qatari woman is moving
forward & that is due mainly to Her Highness Sheikha Moza Bint Nasser,
because she focused a lot on educating the woman, and in comparison to my
previous visit to Qatar, I noticed a very big change in the situation of the
Qatari woman, there are now four women in the Advisory Council, which is a
very positive thing and we hope this number increases.

WE SUPPORT THE KUWAITI MEDIATION
What is Ecuador’s Stand from the Gulf Crisis?
- Ecuador supports the Kuwaiti Emir’s mediation to resolve the Gulf Crisis through dialogue & diplomatic ways, Ecuador is
willing to participate in this mediation, due to its good relations with all countries in this region and because of its neutral
stands towards them and it is trying hard to achieve this reconciliation between Qatar & the other Gulf countries, and Ecuador
is trying like many other countries to diminish the effects of the blockade imposed on Qatar, I confirm the importance of
rejecting conflicts amongst countries and seeking unity amongst them.

QATAR IS BEAUTIFUL
When was the Embassy of Ecuador opened in Qatar & What is the level of relations between the two countries?
- The Embassy of the Republic of Ecuador was opened in Qatar in 2012 and I am very happy to have been appointed as
Ambassador in this beautiful country and I hope to have an important role in achieving peace in this region and the entire
world, and I am trying to reinforce the economic cooperation between the two countries; especially that Ecuador is famous for
producing many agricultural products such as Bananas & Roses in addition to being one of the principal producers of Cocoa
& Shrimps. I also wish for Qatar Airways to open a direct line to Ecuador, after it has already reached Brazil & Argentina.

ART IS THE GATEWAY TO POLITICS
Tell us about your journeys in Politics & Diplomacy
- In 1990 I left Lebanon to the United States to be with my children who had then joined universities there. I was appointed as
Resident Artist in the University of Harvard, where I participated in founding two institutes: “Art for Peace”, which aimed to
use Art to bring politicians closer in order to achieve peace, and “Beyond Frontiers”, which focused mainly on developing the
Environment & Health in Ecuador, where we worked as a group with Professor Roger Fischer for peace, which coincided
with a long going war between Ecuador & Peru, that was when I received a phone call from the President of Ecuador then Mr.
Jamil Mouawwad (who is of Lebanese origin), requesting that I go & help end this war; so we went there & formed a group
containing members from Ecuador & Peru & we succeeded in ending the war & peace prevailed between the two countries in
1998.
Then, my life has changed & I went into Politics, and I became the Ambassador of Ecuador to the United States in
Washington, where former U.S. President Bill Clinton requested my assistance in finding a solution to resolve the Palestinian
–Israeli conflict, just as we did between Ecuador & Peru, and indeed I gathered the late Palestinian President Yasser Arafat
and the former Israeli Prime Minister Yihud Barak in the Embassy of Ecuador in Washington attempting to reach a peace
treaty in the Middle East, as I see that resolving the Palestinian issue is the way to eliminate terrorism & enforce Peace in the
entire world.

LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCES
You have occupied several Political posts, which one of them do you prefer?
- Each post has its own particularity, each role I represented taught me something in my life and had helped me a lot, for
instance when I was an Ambassador in Washington, I worked extensively on peace between Ecuador & Peru, as well as
developing the relations in industrial & commercial sectors between Ecuador & U.S.A. When I was running for Presidential
candidacy of Ecuador, I learned more about my country Ecuador, as I had left it to return to Lebanon at an early age.
When I was appointed in the Ministry of Commerce, Industry & Economy I learned how to help form a middle class amongst
the people. When I presided over the Parliamentary Union of Latin American countries, I learned how to support the
interrelations amongst the member countries, and I truly managed to come up with a unified passport where no visa was
required to enter the member states. I also learned how to preserve the land that grants us everything and the Amazon Forests,
which is the most important area in the entire world, not only in Ecuador, that was when I was appointed as Minister of the
Environment.

SUCCEEDING AS EXPATRIOTE
What are the general circumstances that the Lebanese Immigrants faced, in general?
- Each Lebanese who lives outside his country is successful, because he gets an opportunity to work and many Lebanese
reached very prominent economic & political posts as expats, however; most of them do not succeed in their own country
because of lack of opportunities and the tendency for self-love, to me real success is team work, because the progress of any
country depends on the success of all parts of the society, each in their own line of work.

THE WOMAN COMPLEMENTS THE MAN
Have you noticed a difference between the situation of the Ecuadorian woman to that of the Lebanese woman?

- Women enjoy full rights in Ecuador; the Parliament consists of 50% of women & the same of men. This was not the case
previously, following my running to the Presidential candidacy, many women ran for the same, previously they used to list
men candidates’ name at the top, while the women candidates’ names were listed at the end of the list, merely as a filler, later
on the law changed to give equal number of seats to both men as to women.
Women’s rights in Lebanon are still not fully obtained, women never occupied prominent political posts in the state, she is
still subsequent to men, even with the existence of female Parliament members, not for her lack of efficiency, but for the
influence of their fathers, brothers or husband or others, men alone are not to be blamed, but the woman is as responsible, as
she needs to learn & work to become financially independent , and she also needs to raise up her children on the same
principles, without any discrimination between boys & girls, she should not teach her children that males should get an
education to learn, be strong & make money; while females need to get married.

GIVING WITHOUT A RETURN
In your opinion, has the woman fully obtained her rights?
- No, the woman did not obtain her full rights, the ratio of women to men is 51% to 49%, however; we have not reached yet a
point where men & women work together to achieve peace.
As per my own experience, I was the only woman in the team working for peace between Ecuador & Peru, when we sat down
on the negotiation table, the man would present his own stand, non-accepting of any negotiation or discussion, while the
woman presents her proposals and finds solutions always & gives things to gain peace, as the most important factor for a
woman is the human being; as a mother who always gives without expecting any return, while the conflict of power prevails
in men.

MY FAMILY FIRST
Has the Diplomatic field moved you far away from your family & social life?
- I consider that the Diplomatic field in itself is sociable, although it moves me a bit far from my friends, but to me, my family
comes before anything else.
I got into Politics when my children went to University, but in spite of everything they come first in my life, and the woman is
capable of multi-tasking , and surely there is weariness & sacrifices but this comes from the sixth sense that the woman
possesses, in addition to the energy that the man does not have, I always heard this saying from my father: ”A woman can
rock a baby’s cradle in one hand & move the world in the other,” the most important is for her to work with the man.

MUSIC & YOGA
Away from Politics, how do you spend your day, and what are your hobbies?
- I wake up early & I do not sleep more than four hours a night which is hereditary, I start my day with prayer & thanking God
for giving me a new day, then I drink a cup of warm water with lemon & I meditate for 15 minutes, which makes me feel like
I have slept for 2 hours. I always organize my work & my agenda & give everything its right time so I don’t feel pressured; I
follow up World news through my I-Pad.
I stopped painting for lack of time, but I still enjoy my other hobbies like listening to classical music, listening to Fairuz, UmKalthoum & Farid Al-Atrash. I read a lot & practice Yoga, but I dislike shopping.

DISH WASHING
Do you miss your homeland Lebanon & the Lebanese food?
- I miss Lebanon deeply & I like Lebanese food, I am not a good cook, but I consider dish washing & cleaning as one of my
favorite hobbies because it symbolizes the rebellion & fight against corruption, and that was my motto during my Presidency
electoral campaign in Ecuador.
I like Lebanese Sayyadiyeh, olives, cheese & the Middle Eastern dishes, and Fettoush & all fresh things, I also like the
Ecuadorian dishes that are mainlybased on fish & seafood.

*Are your Excellency satisfied with your accomplishments in the last two years, on both: personal & general
levels?
- I live the moment and do not think about the past nor the future, I am always satisfied with my accomplishments and have
never regretted anything I have done in my life; even the wrong, this way I can learn best. The word laziness, boredom or
impossible do not exist in my dictionary & I raised my children on these, as well. My defined objective for the year 2018 is
for Peace to prevail in the Middle East.

From Lebanese Origins

IVONNE IS A FORMER ECUADORIAN PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE
Ivonne A-Baki comes from Lebanese origins, a prominent activist in the field of Human
Rights & a renowned diplomat and a negotiator for peace and a presidential candidate in
Ecuador, has filled various prestigious posts, amongst which the Consul of the Republic of
Ecuador in Boston and the former Ambassador of Ecuador to Washington, and was the
first Ecuadorian woman to be appointed there, amongst only 4 women Ambassadors in
the States, the President of the Parliamentary Union of South American Countries, a
Minister of Environment and a Minister of Trade & Economy in Ecuador.
Nominated in 2009 to the position of General Secretary of the UNESCO in Paris, but was
not appointed, was designated as a Good Will Ambassador for Peace & Cultural Dialogs in
the UNESCO in 2010, a renowned painter who exhibited her Artwork in several
International Exhibition, holder of a Master degree in Public Administration and Political
Science from the University of Harvard.

MY FATHER IS THE KING OF BANANAS IN ECUADOR
Ambassador Ivonne A-Baki said: My father immigrated to Ecuador when he was very
young, he worked in Banana Plantations & started from scratch then he owned many
Banana Plantations, where he was called, King of Bananas, afterwards he travelled to
Lebanon & met my other, they stayed there for a long time, where I & all my brothers &
sisters were born. Due to the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982 and due to the massive
pollution & explosions in this era, my mother died of cancer & one year later my father
died of the same illness.
I got married in Lebanon at the early age of 16, I had my eldest son when I was 17, my
husband is Lebanese, I gave birth to all my children in Lebanon, and they all grew up on
the sounds of grenades & explosions, where we lived for 18 years during the Lebanese
Civil War, in the sixties Lebanon was an example to the whole world in all aspects, where
more than 16 denominations co-existed. We left Lebanon to the United States after the
Civil War ended. To me, my home is in every place in the world, I do not feel as a
foreigner in any place, my house is in the airplane, as the majority of my life I spent
traveling & moving amongst countries of the world.

I GATHERED ARAFAT & BARAK IN OUR EMBASSY IN WASHINGTON TO REACH A
PEACE ACCORD
I WISH FOR QATAR AIRWAYS TO OPEN A DIRECT LINE TO ECUADOR

